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(continued from page 1) that inter connectivity beyond 
the simple sharing of files and printers, they seem drawn 
to application platforms like Lotus* s Notes, or Coordi¬ 
nation Technologies* Together. 

What problems are these "groupware** applications 
trying to solve? Groupware products are designed to 
increase the productivity and effectiveness of groups ctf 
people (co-located and distributed groups) working 
together. PCs and networked computers have allowed 
people within companies to become geographically 
dispersed around the globe or to work from their homes. 
Widespread use of electronic mail and computer con¬ 
ferencing has encouraged the screen-oriented worker 
to move further and further away from face-to-face 
communication and collaboration. However, it is only 
recently that computer collaborative tools or group- 
ware products have emerged to try to keep up with the 
changing styles of business communications. 

These far-reaching changes in communications and 
work styles have unfolded during the last 10 years. 
However, there were visionaries who saw 30 years ago 
how the use of the computer would expand the human 
intellect and change our communication and collabo¬ 
ration habits. Before we start reinventing the wheel with 
groupware, let* stake a look at the serious research and 
systems that have been evolving and have actually been 
in use since the *60s. And let*s see what has already 
been learned about collaborative knowledge work 
among professionals. 

THE ROOTS OF GROUPWARE. The place to start is 
over 30 years ago, when Doug Engelbart committed 
himself to improving our ability to handle complexity. 
Engelbart is the father of personal computing, profes¬ 
sional computing, and collaborative work among pro¬ 

fessionals. In this issue, we learn about the tools he has 
designed and used to support collaborative knowledge 
work. We hear about the invention of the mouse, about 
the worlds first personal computer, and about the 
origins and implementations of hypermedia, structured 
documents, multiple-window displays, video-confer¬ 
encing, and the development of a knowledge base. 

CURRENT RESEARCH DIRECTIONS. We also 
highlight three research projects at the Advanced Com¬ 
puting Technology group at MCC. They are the CYC 
common-sense database project, research in natural- 
language reasoning, and research in reasoning archi¬ 
tectures. Although none of these falls into the category 
of groupware or "coordination science,** they each 
help us understand how computers can assist in knowl¬ 
edge work. Later in the year, well return to the topics 
of coordination science and groupware and examine 
some of the current offerings and directions. But first, 
we wanted to lay some groundwork to get you thinking 
about some fundamental issues involved in computer 
support of knowledge work. © 
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Conquering Complexity 
by Augmenting the 

Human Intellect 

Douglas C. Engelbart 
Director, The Bootstrap Project 

Stanford University 

I THE CHANGING Douglas C. Engelbart, director of the Boot- 
NATURE OF strap Project at Stanford University, began 
KNOWLEDGE his thinking in the late 1950s while doing 

research work for the organization that 
became NASA. He saw 30 years ago what the rest of us 
came to see and experience only in the last 10 years— 
the increasing complexity of knowledge, the increas¬ 
ingly global nature of that complexity, and the increasing 
urgency surrounding the more critical problems in 
business. 

COMPLEX, GLOBAL, URGENT. These revelations 
came at a time when Engelbart felt inspired by the 
idealism of youth to put his electrical engineering 
education and his work with advanced digital computer 
component design to work for the advancement of 
humanity. He wrestled with how to think about and 
communicate complex issues and how to collaborate 
through the planning stages of a project. 

I THE IMPACT AUGMENTATION,NOT AUTOMATION. 
OF COMPUTERS Engelbart began to think about the eventual 

impact of the video terminal on everyday 
life. However, he saw that just automating the writer, 
scientist, manager, planner, researcher, engineer, or 
programmer (knowledge workers) was not enough. He 
saw the solution as an electronic environment that could 
augment the human intellect 

SUPERB TOOLS YIELD DAZZLING RESULTS. 
Engelbart felt strongly that, if you give a person terrible 
tools, the results of his or her work will be justifiably 
mediocre, but if you augment the person’s capabilities 
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with tools that understand, imitate, and expand the ways 
in which people think, learn, and communicate, the 
results will be dazzling. 

IENGELBART’S THE AUGMENTATION RESEARCH 
NLS SYSTEM CENTER. Engelbart soon joined Stanford 

Research Institute (SRI), where he launched 
his project in a special workshop called the Augmenta¬ 
tion Research Center (ARC). Among Engelbart’s early 
co-workers were Richard Watson, James Norton, and 
William English. The ARC project was funded by a 
series of grants from various sources, mostly from the 
agencies of the Department of Defense. Development 
began in 1963 and proceeded until 1976. Engelbart’s 
system was first implemented for demonstration on a 
small minicomputer, and consisted of the CPU, disk 
drive, video terminal, and keyboard, with a couple of 
added features: the five-key device (see “The Keyset” 
below), or chord, as some prefer to call it, and a mouse. 
The system was christened NLS, which stood for On- 
Line System. It was the core workshop software appli¬ 
cation system for the composition, modification, and 
study of structured text 

I USE IN NLS OVER ARPANET. Use of NLS began 
RESEARCH on an experimental basis, but it proved so 

effective that the environment b^ame real 
very quickly. It spread from the small research center to 
all of SRI. In 1974, NLS reached out over the Arpanet, 
a computer-linking, wide area network that was set up 
to connect the computers at many major universities, 
research centers, and government facilities in the United 
States and around the world. 

ROOTSOFCLIENT-SERVERCOMPUTING.TheNLS 
users were among the first on Arpanet. Engelbart’s 
group found it necessary to tune the network to meet 
NLS’s highly interactive nature. They also found it 
useful to go to a front-end/back-end architecture. The 
front end would be a separate machine handling user- 
interface interactions and commonly used resources. 
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The back-end machine would execute commands and 
manage shared resources, and could communicate with 
the front end through the network. 

NLS started out as an environment being designed for 
real use 10 to 20 years out However, it proved so 
invaluable to so many within the first five years, that 
SRI began looking for a commercial time-sharing com¬ 
pany that had its own established communications 
network and might be interested in NLS. 

I COMMERCIAL TYMSHARE TAKES OVER. And so it was 
USE AS that Tymshare purchased the rights to the 
AUGMENT NLS program in early 1978, and commit¬ 

ted to its on-going development. Doug 
Engelbart and James Norton joined the staff atTymshare, 
as did all the rest of the ARC staff, plus a couple of long¬ 
time NLS users turned preachers. Tymshare changed 
the system’s name to Augment. 

Commercial Augment users gained access to Augment 
by subscribing to the service through Tymshare and 
“buying time” on the company’s Tymnet communica¬ 
tions network. Widespread use of Augment was further 
aided by the flexibility of its original design, which 
enabled it to accommodate almost any terminal device 
a user might have or wish to install. Engelbart realized 
that open access was essential to the widespread col¬ 
laboration he envisioned. 

■ REVOLUTIONARY Engelbart put a great deal of thought and 
FEATURES development into humanizing the knowl¬ 

edge workshop with hopes of making the 
users efficient and fast In this quest, he invented the 
mouse, a keyset device that replaced most typing, 
swiveling CRTs, mixed text and graphics displays, and 
detached keyboards. His collaborator. Bill English, got 
the ideas to work. All of these features made their debut 
in 1968, at the fall Joint Computer Conference. Many of 
Engelbart’s collaborators from this period ended up at 
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Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) in the ’70s 
creating a PC that embodied Engelbart’s ideas. 

THE MOUSE. In the 1960s, Engelbart began experi¬ 
menting with very active interaction with the display, 
which would require having to tell the computer what 
the user was looking at He needed a screen-selection 
device that would serve the context in which his group 
wanted to work—text structured items, and interactive 
commands. Engelbart experimented with different de¬ 
vices such as track balls, joysticks, and light pens, and 
also built a mouse device based on some of his old notes. 
His ’60s mouse looked just like today’s mouse and was 
used for similar purposes: positioning the cursor by 
rolling the mouse and then communicating with the 
system via its three buttons to initiate any one of several 
editing functions. In tests, the mouse consistently beat 
out the other input devices for fast, accurate screen 
selection in Engelbart’s working context. Engelbart 
holds the patent on the mouse today, and is surprised 
that the name stuck and that it took so long for the device 
to find its way to common use. Engelbart is also con¬ 
vinced that something better than the mouse is likely to 
emerge once the user maiicet becomes more adventur¬ 
ous in exploring the means to higher performance. 

THE KEYSET. Besides the standard keyboard, 
Engelbart’s system featured the optional use of a keyset 
device with five piano-like keys. These keys generated 
letters, numbers, and punctuation based on binary code. 
Once mastered, the use of the keyset combined with the 
mouse proved a formidably fast and efficient system. 

A WEvJDOWED DISPLAY. Of prime importance to the 
collaborative process is the ability to work simultane¬ 
ously with several different pieces of information. 
Engelbart recognized this early, and designed a display 
that could be divided into eight different mini-displays, 
so the user could edit a number of different sections of 
a file, or a number of different files at the same time. 

STRUCTURED DOCUMENTS. Engelbart was con¬ 
vinced that a serially oriented line-editing scheme was 
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ment file itself was separated from the content of the 
file. This enabled information other than text informa¬ 
tion to be a content type in an NLS document Eventu¬ 
ally, each structural node referred to a property list of 
content nodes of various types including graphics, code, 
and others. This is not far from today’s movement 
towards different object types that can be integrated 
together. 

LINKING FILES. Another area where Engelbart’s 
thinking and the Augment system are still ahead of 
today’s vendors and organizations is in linking files or 
pieces of files together in a layered manner. Engelbart 
envisioned linking very granular pieces of information 
together, like notecards, and arranging the information 
in a hierarchical structure. 

not the ideal way to handle textual material. People 
don’t write in consecutively numbered lines. They think 
and write in clumps and bursts, often jumping from one 
idea to another, sometimes retracing their steps. But 
always, Engelbart felt, the ideas had an inherent logic or 
structure. If that intrinsic structure could be captured, it 
would facilitate the flow of ideas and make subsequent 
editing, collaboration, revision, and output cycles eas¬ 
ier. So, rather than arranging and addressing his files by 
arbitrarily broken and numbered lines of text, Engelbart 
chose to structure files according to their basic logical 
elements, and to organize them in levels that reflected 
their relationship. 

The command structure of Augment also encourages 
the user to think of ideas, whether they are sentences or 
paragraphs, as essential building blocks called state- 
merits, which are related to each other in levels (picture 
an outline). This is very much akin to today’s structured 
document processors such as Lotus’s Manuscript or 
Interleafs TPS (Text Processing System). This struc¬ 
ture architecture paved the way for hypertext, or layered 
viewing of information. 

DOCUMENT OBJECTS. Thedocumentarchitecture was 
hierarchically structured, and the stucture of the docu- 

'The 
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A link in the Augment system is a textual citation to 
some specific file item (made possible by the structured 
architecture) within the entire workshop domain. It 
contains a valid address string whose path leads to the 
cited file entity. At any time during the creation or 
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editing of one file, you can place link citations to any 
other file or file element in the network to which you had 
access in order to reference that related information. 
Each link can lead to other links (indirect link referenc¬ 
ing), which enables you to set up a trail of related 
documents or pieces of documents without having to 
directly include the contents in your file (very efficient). 
When you read the file, a Jump Link command will take 
you directly to the link specified at that juncture in your 
document From there, you can jump to other indirect 
links. And, because of the granular nature, linking can 
be to one particular graphic in a file of graphics. Other 
structured editors do not work with such granularity and 
would only support files consisting of one graphic. 

VIEW SPECIFICATIONS. Viewing and digesting re¬ 
ally long files and many numbers of files or other types 
of information is an ever-increasing burden to today’s 
information-overloaded knowledge worker. Engelbart 
recognized this pressure and used document structure 
and filtering to speed up the digestion. Once you have 
a hierarchical file structure, you are able to specify the 
manner in which you view that file—your view speci¬ 
fication (viewspecs). The user can apply certain criteria 
to the document (such as statements containing a certain 
word or phrase, or all statements modified since a 
certain date or by a certain user), and only those state¬ 
ments that meet the criteria will be displayed. View- 
specs are related to the various levels in which text was 
input. Shifting your viewspec in a document is akin to 
shifting your perspective from overview to detailed 
scrutiny with a single command. With each Jump Link 
command, you also have the option of designating new 
viewspecs. Using this very powerful Augment capabil¬ 
ity, users can move in and out of the various layers of a 
file in a completely fluid fashion. 

HYPERMEDIA. The structure and hierarchy enables 
viewspecs. It also enables a hypermedia-like structure 
that can allow the user to browse horizontally and 
vertically in a topic without getting lost. Geuing deep 
into information and then getting lost is a common 
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problem in many of the nonhierarchical hypermedia 
products around today. 

Augment’s link information is extensive, and it is like 
an object in that it has certain behavior that is labeled, 
can be referred to, remembered, and reused—it knows 
about itself. In addition, Engelbart’s links know not 
only where they are going, but also where they came 
from. A piece of the path through the chain of docu¬ 
ments is saved so that a user can return easily for a 
limited distance back along his “trail” to previously 
referenced documents. This information is a by-product 
of the Augment journal. True back-linking is a more 
recent addition to Augment, which handles superseding 
of old documents by new. This allows users to request 
current or older versions of an evolving document 

Engelbart’S KNOWLEDGE WORKSHOP. If you com¬ 
bine Augment’s various capabilities—linking one or 
more files together, shifting perspective, and dividing 
the terminal display into a number of independently 
controllable windows—you have a very powerful 
“knowledge workshop” at your fingertips. The power 
of the system is really unleashed, however, when col¬ 
laborative work (research or writing involving two or 
more people) is involved. 

I SUPPORTING SUPER ELECTRONIC MAIL. Engelbart 
COLLABORATIVE recognized that terminal communications 
WORK were at the heart of collaborative work. 

Electronic mail became part of the Aug¬ 
ment system early on and cut down on the time wasted 
playing telephone tag. It was a sophisticated mail sys¬ 
tem with user identification, catalogues, and all sorts of 
fields for sending and answering things. You could also 
send whole documents through the mail. 

Once the collaborators were connected by mail, staying 
connected and using Augment’s “shared screen” capa¬ 
bility to work on the same document simultaneously 
was a natural extension. Video-conferencing was also 
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enabled, so that distributed co-workers could view one 
another as well as their common work. 

THE JOURNAL. Engelbart took advantage of the audit 
trail nature of mail and the collaborations through mail 
to create the Augment “Journal.” The “journal file 
space” becomes a read-only repository of all the docu¬ 
ments and memos that were ever sent from one person 
to another using the sendmail facility. It therefore acts 
as a record of all transactions. 

Note: Engelbart intially forced the user to enter transac¬ 
tions into the Journal. Although users were hesitant to 
give up their privacy, the resulting benefits were so 
obvious that the privacy issue quickly faded. Placing 
your entry into the Journal is now an option. 

Each Journal entry is automatically indexed and filed 
away by author, key title words, and number, and can be 
placed in a topically oriented subjoumal. This creates a 
library-like bibliography, which, when combined with 
all Journal bibliographies, creates an online catalogue. 

Journal entries can be distributed like mail, and, in this 
instance, only a shcMt citation will be left in the recipient’s 
mailbox. One of the elements in the citation is a link 
pointing to the centrally stored Journal document. 
Jumping to this link gains you immediate access to the 
Journal item to read it or copy any part of it into your 
own working file. Any replies to or further commentary 
on your distributed Journal entry need only contain your 
reply with a reference to the original link. 

CORPORATE KNOWLEDGE BASE. There is now one 
central repository of all initial dialogue, replies, and 
cross-reference links. Information does not need to be 
incessantly duplicated, and assurance is provided that 
the information will always be available in unaltered 
form. Information that has not been accessed for a long 
time will be archived; however, the catalogue entries 
remain online. 

The knowledge power comes from the ways in which 
using the Journal loosens up the creative process. All 
information is captured and available; nothing is lost in 
people’s heads. And the Journal provides an easy way 
to find what information is available, to use it, refer to 
it, tie it to new ideas, and then distribute this completely 
horizontal, vertical, and ageless information. This was 
the beginning of the corporate knowledge base. 

COLLABORATIVE KNOWLEDGE WORKSHOP. By 
combining the sendmail and Journal facilities with the 
editing cab'Mties, collaborators can access copies of the 
same original document and use Augment’s shared- 
screen facility to view and point to each other’s screens. 
This can be done by changing viewspecs or by window¬ 
ing your screen to view your version and youi partner’s 
simultaneously. This, combined with simultaneous 
telephone communications, simulates collaborating or 
training in the same room quite well. 

IENGELBART’S INCREASING COMPLEXITY. Today, or- 
BOOTSTRAP ganizations commonly realize that they are 
INITIATIVE facing increasing complexity with increas- 
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ing urgency. Engelbart feels they must quickly learn to 
hone their reflexes, to respond to and manage change 
with an effectiveness that is orders of magnitude beyond 
what we know today. For organizations depending on 
heavy knowledge work, this will mean the complete 
integration of information systems across every facet of 
organizational life and a rethinking of organizational 
structure. Engelbart learned a great deal about this 
process through the evolution of Augment. He would 
like to see this work evolve further and spread its power 
to more organizations. 

Engelbart explains, “My framework is based upon an 
intuitive conviction, implanted in my head (apparently 
permanently) over 30 years ago, that the gains in human 
knowledge-work capability that we achieve by properly 
harnessing this new technology will be very large. 
Metaphorically, I see the augmented organization or 
institution of the future as changing, not as an organism 
merely to be a bigger and faster snail, but to achieve 
such new levels of sensory capability, speed, power, 
and coordination as to become a new species—a cat.” 

The Collaborative Work Cycle 

K (Mission- or ' 
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Notes, Ideas, Comments, ^ 
Arguments, Possbilities, 
Needs, Corresponderx^e, 
External Documents.... 

Indices, structures, reports, 
intelligence analyses. 

Integrated, structured, 
indexed, HANDBOOK. 

Dialog about the 
current Handbook - 
where it is going, 
what it should 
become, what is 
missing, needs 
fixing. (May include 
introduction of new 
items of "exterr^l 
intelligence” 
thought to be of 
relevance.) 

Continuing cycle of study, new-item 
contribution, analysis, and updating 
earlier drafts - a very basic process. 
Call it THE HANDBOOK CYCLE. 

Results of "digestion" work, 
on external intelligence 
content - onlirw information 
as well as hard-copy 
"external documentation" 
(XDOC). 

"Handbook" = current draft of 
evolving document being 
develop by the community. 

BOOTSTRAPPING. In the same way that a bootstrap 
program facilitates the input of complex programs into 
the memory of a computer, Doug Engelbart is currently 
trying to brotstrap organizations into the 21st century. 
The vision of his Bootstrap initiative, launched in 1989, 
is to push the frontiers of information management, 
hypermedia, groupware, and organizational evolution, 
following a strategic framework that compounds 
knowledge and your capabilities to evolve further. 

Engelbart explains that, in developing Augment, “We 
would not go past any kind of problem that impeded our 
work until we resolved it completely. It’s doing your 
work better, and then using that better thing so you can 
make better tools next year. Until you can really use the 
tools or knowledge to do your work, your whole work, 
you are not bootstrapping. So to just push ahead and 
demonstrate some neat feature downstream wasn’tpart 
of the bootstrapping unless it had some singular effect 
upon getting people together and getting them moving.” 
Solving a problem was not the goal. It was what could 
be learned or built to solve other, more complex, prob¬ 
lems that made it bootstrapping. 

THE BOOTSTRAP PROJECT. The Mitchell Kapor 
Family Foundation, Apple Computer, and Sun Mi- 

Organization, under constant, 
co-evolutionary improvement 

(A) Primary org activity; day-to-day, 
operations (basic productivity target). 

(B) Special org activity: improving the 
productivity of Activity A. 

(C) Another special org activity: 
improving the productivity of Activity B. 
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crosystems funded The Bootstrap Project in March 
1989. Member contributions and grants from govern¬ 
ment and private foundations have formed a collabora¬ 
tive Bootstrap Community at Stanford University. The 
community will include a working team of representa¬ 
tives from end-user organizations, consulting firms, 
government agencies, and universities, as well as com¬ 
puter vendors. They are pooling resources for the cost- 
effective exploration of appropriate investment strate¬ 
gies for boosting their ability to respond to change, or to 
evolve. Doug Engelbart is the director of the Bootstrap 
Project and the guiding force behind the Bootstrap 
Community. 

THE BOOTSTRAP COMMUNITY AS A LIVING 
PROTOTYPE. An early investment target will be to 
augment the collaborative knowledge work of a com¬ 
munity project team throughout its life cycle, with goals 
of boosting the ability to produce better results faster 
and boosting the ability to evolve more quickly and 
effectively. The project will explore the technology 
needed as well as the associated work methods and 
organizational structures. Another area of concentra¬ 
tion will be to watch not only what the team produces, 
but how strategically those efforts can then be deployed 
within rapidly changing organizations. Of critical con¬ 
cern are the global issues of open systems, integrated 
architectures that support many different classes of 
workers, and workers that span offices and organiza¬ 
tions. 

Through this and other community pilots, prototypical 
work methods, a large knowledge base, and tools to 
facilitate and support, the knowledge base will evolve. 
An important result of the collective experience will be 
the requirements for next-generation, cooperative 
know ledge-woric systems, as well as recommendations 
for industry standards. 

AUGMENT AS THE INITIAL BOOTSTRAP COMMU¬ 
NITY TOOL. Augment will probably be selected by the 
Bootstrap Community for initial use as the only suitable 
advanced, integrated, hyperdocument-groupware sys- 
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tern available. This has been proven in significant pilot 
trials in government and aerospace organizations. Aug¬ 
ment is currently owned by McDonnell Douglas, which 
bought Tymshare. A copy of Augment has been li¬ 
censed to Stanford for open research purposes. 

I ORGANIZATIONAL WORKSHOP VOCABULARY. Accord- 
KNOWLEDGE ing to Engelbart, the “knowledge work- 
WO RKSHOPS shop” of collaborative groups begins with 

the workshop vocabulary or language of 
the group. You need a vocabulary to control your tool 
system and your work environment: a vocabulary for 
the tools, your actions or functions, your structural 
elements, and a vocabulary for the associations of your 
tools with their functions. The substance of the group’s 
medium, objects and tools, are the nouns, and the 
functions the group wants to perform with the objects 
are the verbs. 

A carpenter would have screwdrivers, hammers, nails, 
studs, bracing, and blocking (the nouns), and terms for 
the different kinds of angles that can be cut on the wood 
(the verbs). You would see this structure in any given 
discipline or class of workers. 

An organization does not want an isolated tool-system 
domain and work domain for each class of users be¬ 
cause so much exchange among classes is needed. So 
we first form our basic English command language of 
nouns and verbs—our tool language. It is basic because 
it contains words that everyone understands: print, file, 
wastebasket, etc. On top of this are the vocabularies of 
the specialized users. You also need a command recog¬ 
nition system that serves as the bridge or navigator from 
the basic command language to and among the more 
specialized vocabularies within an organization. A user 
will learn to use additional functions by increasing 
vocabulary, not by having to learn separate “foreign” 
languages. When you thus integrate the vocabularies of 
different disciplines, the result is an integrated, coher¬ 
ent, organizational knowledge workshop. 

.. 
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THE NOUN-VERB PARADIGM. There is a relationship 
among Engelbart’s noun-verb paradigm, today’s icon/ 
menu based systems and the trend towards object orien¬ 
tation. Engelbart pointed out that, in an object-oriented 
environment, the user just sees the icons. However, the 
noun-verb vocabulary is clearly defined and built into 
that icon. The object is both the noun and all the methods 
(verbs) that can operate on that noun. 

To that comparison, Engelbart replies, *T don’t have any 
objection at all to using icons if they are clearly associ¬ 
ated with explicit terms about objects and methods or 
nouns and verbs.” He sees the icons as just a style of 
expressing an inherent vocabulary, but the vocabulary 
is the basic thing, and it can be used to express other 
styles with minimum effort. 

VOCABULARY IMPACTS PROGRAMMING. Recog¬ 
nizing the usefulness and simplicity of vocabulary, 
Engelbart’s group worked on reducing all the verbiage 
created by using the high-order programming languages 
of the late ’60s down to just the underlying nouns and 
verbs. They built intepreters and compilers that could 
pick out the important information and convert it to 
operable things. From there, all that was necessary was 
to add the basic programming constructs such as if, else, 
loop, and goto. 

INTEROPERABILITY. Interoperability means some¬ 
thing different to Doug Engelbart than ±e typical view 
of disparate systems communicating or one application 
sending information to another. 

Engelbart feels, “If I have to learn the addressing 
convention of your domain, how you view things, etc., 
the interoperability factor, if you want to call it that, is 
significantly lowered.” 

INTEROPERABILITY REQUIREMENTS. Engelbart 
feels we need one set of conventions and rules for how 
we’re going to organize and structure information and 
choose the level of granularity, the kind of addressing 
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conventions, and the kind of links. Then everyone will 
write programs to conform to those standards. His other 
essential ingredient is a common vocabulary. 

In Engelbart’s view, “If people came up with a product 
that was licenseable on everyone’s platform, and if you 
had optional interfaces and could utilize your own 
nouns and verbs—it would be irresistible! They’d win 
hands down every time. The value to everybody would 
be so high.” 

VISION REQUIRES EXPERIENCE. “The problem is 
that until the big and powerful users experience the 
beauty of a system like the one I’ve described, they 
don’t really know what they should want and therefore 
don’t have the clout to push for it to be developed.” 

Engelbart witnessed this phenonema in 1976, when 
most of the technology we have attributed to Augment 
was already available. But it would have cost from 
$10,000 to$15,000 to have it. “We couldn’t get past the 
business of if they don’t have it, they don’t know they 
need it; and if they don’t know they need it, they don’t 
want to buy it” As a result, it has taken 15 more years 
for Engelbart’s features to begin to appear in systems, 
and the concept of “a learning organization” is just 
beginning to be generally comprehended. 

That is where the Bootstrap Initiative comes in. A group 
of people get together who are interested in promoting 
a next-generation, open, hyperdocument standard that 
would go beyond what anybody is doing in the commer¬ 
cial world today, and they demonstrate it to others by 
example. This community is working on different prob¬ 
lems but sharing the experience because they are using 
common tools. The group has the ability to learn from 
their collective experiences what works, what doesn’t 
work, what processes they are learning about, and how 
they can improve those processes.© 
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